Abstract

TeleSages bridges the gap between content creators and their communities on Telegram and X, pioneering a transparent and monetizable ecosystem inspired by Friends.tech's key-driven model. This initiative amplifies online engagement and revenue avenues for creators while enriching the community experience without compromising privacy or autonomy.

Introduction

In the digital age, platforms like Telegram and X (formerly Twitter) have become hubs for creators and their audiences. However, monetization and community engagement often fall short. TeleSages addresses these issues by introducing a structured membership system, including customizable revenue streams and a market-oriented approach, building on Friends.tech's successes to create a thriving ecosystem.
The Core Dilemma
The challenge faced by digital platforms today is twofold: they fail to provide effective monetization strategies for creators and meaningful engagement for communities. By adopting a Friends.tech-centric approach, TeleSages ensures creators can monetize their content through dynamic, bonding-curve-based pricing and optional subscription based models while offering followers a valuable and engaging network.

The TeleSages Solution
TeleSages unfolds a structured membership system with anonymous and enhanced privacy and encryption standards. Creators set membership fees and limit group sizes, while a decentralized marketplace for membership spots ensures active engagement and fair revenue-sharing.

Monetization Model

- **Keys for Creators:** Creators have the option to choose from three different bonding curve models for differing revenue stream solutions, catering to groups of varying sizes.
- **Privacy/Encryption:** Fixing the security issues with the Friends.tech's model, TeleSages introduces advanced encryption, ensuring the privacy of creators' and members' data without requiring KYC processes.
- **Fully Anonymous Web3 Integration:** Our platform champions fully anonymous participation, fostering a censorship-resistant environment where the community thrives on the principles of Web3.
- **DAO for Autonomous Governance:** TeleSages leverages a DAO structure for a hands-off, community-driven governance model, ensuring that decisions and growth are managed by those it serves.
- **SAGE Token Dual Revenue Sharing:** The SAGE token is at the heart of our dual-revenue sharing model, where 100% of TeleSages platform revenue is shared with token holders, distinctly without affecting the Key minters' profits.
The Magical Kingdom - The Golden Key

Venture into the Sage's Sanctum, a premium realm within TeleSages, unlocked by “Keys.” Acquiring a Key is a quest, a passage to exclusive content and enriching interactions, where creators share their wisdom.

The $SAGE Token: The Engine Behind TeleSages

TeleSages harnesses the power of blockchain to create a symbiotic economy where content creators, community members, and platform developers thrive together. Central to this ecosystem is the $SAGE token, a unique digital asset designed on the Arbitrum/Ethereum Level 2 framework, bolstered by initial liquidity on the Ethereum blockchain. Below is a concise exploration of the tokenomics that underpin this innovative venture.

Token Distribution:

- Total Supply: 100 Million $SAGE
- Fair Launch (10K USD Market Cap)

Introducing the Dual-Revenue Sharing Model

TeleSages introduces a pioneering Dual-Revenue Sharing Model, creating a symbiotic relationship between "Key" minters and the platform:

- Trading Revenue Share: 10% of the trading volume generated by "keys" on the platform is earmarked for revenue sharing. This is equally split between "Key" minters and the Sage Treasury.
- Dividend Distribution: $SAGE holders are entitled to dividends, distributed every 30 days. The payout is computed from 100% of the revenue accrued in the Sage Treasury each month, promoting a fair and rewarding ecosystem.
  - 30-Day Holders: Unlock 35% of the dividend payout.
  - 60-Day Holders: Unlock 82% of the dividend payout.
  - 90-Day Holders: Unlock 100% of the dividend payout.
Governance and Revenue Sharing

- Governance: $SAGE token acts as a governance token, offering holders a democratic voice in the platform's developmental discourse.
- Buy/Sell Tax: A transactional tax on $SAGE trading discourages excessive trading and encourages long-term holding, further stabilising the ecosystem.
- Revenue Distribution Transparency: The revenue generated is shared with $SAGE holders.

Market Stability Mechanisms

- Liquidity: Initial liquidity supplied by team.
- Buy/Sell Tax: The imposed tax on $SAGE trading transactions aims to discourage token dumping and promote long-term holding, contributing to a healthier, gradual growth in token value.

This tokenomics design ensures a fair distribution of value, aligns the interests of all stakeholders, and cultivates a robust community committed to TeleSages’ long-term vision. Through this economic model, TeleSages is not merely a platform, but a realm where every participant reaps the benefits of a flourishing digital economy on Telegram.

Unique Key Allocation & Trading Platform

Each group/channel receives a distinct set of TeleSages Keys, ensuring uniqueness across the platform. Keys are traded on the TeleSages platform, reinforcing security and authenticity while providing a seamless trading experience.

Platform Access

TeleSages integrates smoothly with Telegram and offers a comprehensive web UI, ensuring easy access and interaction for a diverse user base.
Security and Encryption

In TeleSages, ensuring the security and privacy of admin wallets is a critical concern. To address this, a sophisticated encryption mechanism has been devised:

**Hashed Wallet Addresses:** Instead of storing the actual wallet addresses of admins on the blockchain, we employ a method where only hashes of these addresses are stored. The hashing is performed using a designated secret key, which aids in preventing the direct exposure of wallet addresses. This arrangement allows bots to retrieve necessary information from the blockchain or database without exposing the actual wallet ownership details, bolstering the security and privacy of the platform.

This feature signifies a robust security measure to prevent potential data leakage, ensuring a secure environment for all TeleSages participants.

Roadmap

TeleSages’ journey begins with the platform launch, followed by the roll-out of advanced features like subscription models, a robust membership management system, decentralised membership marketplace, and community-driven governance mechanisms, progressively unfolding through 2024. Furthermore, TeleSages will expand its kingdom into other social media realms—furthering the Sages reach wherever it is needed.

Future Vision

TeleSages project envisages a decentralised and collaborative framework where group owners, also known as (Key Minters or Sages), can opt to utilise a plethora of features to foster community growth, engagement, and monetization. Here’s a glimpse into the prospective functionalities:

**Sage Community Transformation:**

Enabling groups to morph into Sage Communities, embodying a DAO-esque collaboration with shared financial objectives, ideal for self-sustainable crypto communes.
Affiliate System:
A mechanism to incentivize members for extending the group's membership and promoting it externally.

Group Search and Ranking System:
A dedicated interface for discovering and evaluating groups based on activity, usefulness, and popularity.

Minters will have the autonomy to:

- Membership Pricing: Define pricing for new memberships, with flexibility down to zero pricing, mitigating the plethora of Telegram group chat scam groups.
- Recurring Membership Fee: Establish a recurring fee, enhancing revenue streams directly to their wallet.
- Revenue Share Control: Choose the revenue cut from member transactions, ensuring a fair share of the financial growth.
- Membership Cap: Manage the maximum number of group members, maintaining an optimal community size.
- Functional Toggle: Opt to activate or deactivate various group functionalities.
- DAO-style Voting: Conduct decentralised voting for group decision-making.
- Collaborative Management: Collaborate with other Minters sharing different rights and profit allocations within a group.
- Dashboard Access: Monitor group valuation, membership market price, engagement, and TeleSages popularity ranking through a simplified dashboard.
- Revenue Sharing: Share a portion of the revenue with other Minters and their groups, fostering a culture of sharing and support.
- Custom Membership Tiers: Create diverse membership tiers with varying rights and benefits.
- Time-Bound Memberships: Offer expiring memberships, suitable for time-bound access like classes or courses.
- Group Profile Customization: Customise group profiles enhancing visibility on the TeleSages group search platform.
Market Analysis

The target market encompasses Telegram's content creators and communities, addressing the existing market gap for integrated engagement and monetization solutions.

Marketing and Community Building Strategies

With marketing campaigns, partnerships, and collaborative events, TeleSages aspires to build a vibrant community, promoting organic growth and active participation.

Team and Advisors

The TeleSages project is propelled by a trio of seasoned entrepreneurs, each bearing a wealth of experience in the cryptoverse, honed over decades of spearheading innovative ventures. While choosing to remain anonymous, their collective expertise lays a robust foundation for TeleSages, blending a profound understanding of blockchain technology with a burning passion for cultivating new digital realms. Their journey is further guided by a council of adept advisors, whose diverse insights significantly enrich the project's trajectory, ensuring a well-rounded approach to fulfilling the ambitious vision of TeleSages.

Conclusion

TeleSages stands at the precipice of a transformative era for Telegram's content creators and communities, inviting all to partake in this venture towards a transparent, rewarding, and sustainable ecosystem that fosters creativity, collaboration, and collective growth.

For further insights, please refer to the detailed white paper.

TeleSages is more than a platform; it's a realm where creativity thrives, communities flourish, and monetization is a tangible reality.